Host Regin says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Triton Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Checks the bioreadings for Soree & Weaver....::

FCO_Soree says:
@::Moans, fingers flicker::

CEO_Jarek says:
:: In Main engineering, planting 3 thermal detonators around the Warp Core::

OPS_Miaek says:
::Pilots the ship under the belly of the Breen ship::  CMO:  The fly-boy up yet?

CMO_Izartti says:
@OPS: I think so... can you handle this on your own?

CO_Weaver says:
@::Starts a bit, then resumes being as motionless as before::

FCO_Soree says:
@::Hears voices but really doesn't want to wake up::

Host Shadowman says:
~~~CEO:  What are you doing?~~~

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Puts detonation codes into his PADD::

OPS_Miaek says:
@CMO:  I'll do what I can

MO_Brooks says:
::Turns back around from the viewscreen, still somewhat in shock, and looks to Keorn::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Takes her medkit from it's securing & leans down by her comrades::

FCO_Soree says:
@::Smells burnt hair; then realizes it's his::

CEO_Jarek says:
~~~Shadowman: I'm going to stop you even if it means destroying myself and this ship~~~

CEO_Jarek says:
~~~Shadowman: You have no control over this~~~

Host Shadowman says:
~~~CEO:  You think destroying the ship will stop me?~~~

FCO_Soree says:
@::rakes hand across face and feels the singed moustache::

CEO_Jarek says:
~~~Shadowman: This is totally manual~~~

XO_Keorn says:
::On bridge sitting in the Big Chair::

CEO_Jarek says:
~~~Shadowman: You won't use this ship to destroy anymore innocent people~~~

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Pulls out her tricorder, checking the readings again.::  FCO: Mahg, it's Dr. Izartti. I see you're rousing. ::talks to him, trying to rouse him a little more::

FCO_Soree says:
@::Attempts to sit up::

MO_Brooks says:
::Seeing no hint or leading from him, no idea what to anticipate, just turns back to her console and tries to access internal sensors::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Heads for the Bridge::

OPS_Miaek says:
@::Checks the tactical readout::  CMO:  Getting low on the torpedoes;  get the FCO up quickly please

FCO_Soree says:
@::Feels very woozy and sees the burn skin on his hands::

CMO_Izartti says:
@OPS: He is... I don't think you want him flying yet. ::Puts a hand behind Soree to steady him::

OPS_Miaek says:
@::fires the forward phasers at a Breen ship::

XO_Keorn says:
Bridge: Report what are the status of the Breen Fleet

CO_Weaver says:
@::Blinks rapidly, trying to shake the bright light at the top of his eyes::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Looks to Weaver:: CO: How are you doing, Commander?

CO_Weaver says:
@CMO:  I'd feel a lot better if I knew what was going on.  ::Sits up::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Enters the Bridge::

XO_Keorn says:
::Stands and moves to the OPS console:: COM:  Mustang: We have life support back on here and will be transporting you over momentarily

CEO_Jarek says:
::Walks over to Keorn and hands him his PADD::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Thinks Soree will be good on his own... moves to Weaver, scanning him::

MO_Brooks says:
XO: The fleet is stationary in a holding position.

FCO_Soree says:
@::Staggers to feet and reels toward the helm::

OPS_Miaek says:
@COMM: Triton:  Very good, getting low on ammo out here

FCO_Soree says:
@::Stomach growls::

MO_Brooks says:
XO: Do you think that's wise, bringing the Mustang crew here with the Shadowman still in control of the Triton?

XO_Keorn says:
MO: The more of us here the more of us to fight him.

Host Shadowman says:
ACTION: Beepy sound emanates from the OPS console

CO_Weaver says:
@::Stretches::  CMO:  ::Blankly::  I take it I'll live?

CMO_Izartti says:
@CO: Keorn, Brooks, and Jarek are on the Triton... trying to regain control.

XO_Keorn says:
::Looks at the console to find the source of the beeping::

CEO_Jarek says:
XO: Here sir, you may want to read this

MO_Brooks says:
XO: And the more of us in his control.  Someone, at least someone, should remain on the vessels we still actually have some influence over.  ::Waves at her console controls which don't actually control anything.::

OPS_Miaek says:
@::looks at the screen:: Self: Now what?

CO_Weaver says:
@CMO:  Regain control?  ::Squints, more due to the fact that he can't see further than a few inches in front of his face than in question::

FCO_Soree says:
@::Sits at helm and attempts to reengage the console::

XO_Keorn says:
::Opens channel to the hailing Breen ship::

OPS_Miaek says:
@FCO:  Welcome back, she's all yours

FCO_Soree says:
@OPS:  What's our heading and where are the Breen?

CMO_Izartti says:
@CO: Our friend, the Shadowman, has somehow forgotten to abandon the premises when we blew her computer core

Host Shadowman says:
ACTION: A Breen appears on the screen, and begins speaking.  Moments later, the translation comes through

XO_Keorn says:
MO: With the Breen fleet out there it is surprising that the Mustang is still in the sky

MO_Brooks says:
XO: And if the Breen chose to attack any of us, the Triton would fare any better...?   ::Sits back while he 'diplomacies' with the Breen::

Host Shadowman says:
<Breen> COM: Triton: We have done as you ordered.  The Starbase is destroyed.  We await further command

XO_Keorn says:
::Feeds the signal to the Mustang::

OPS_Miaek says:
@FCO:  Breen are all around, trying to do as much damage to their fleet as possible

FCO_Soree says:
@::Sees the remaining Breen fleet and attempts to navigate toward Triton::

FCO_Soree says:
@CO:  Heading toward Triton.

CO_Weaver says:
@CMO:  And we're not doing anything about it?  ::Struggles to stand and nearly falls forward as he reaches his feet, usual balance all but gone::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Takes his Place at Engineering 1 console::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Reaches out to catch Weaver before he falls.:: CO: We are, sir. ::Doesn't think he's ready to hear the news of the Starbase yet::

XO_Keorn says:
::Walks slowly to the center of the room:: COM: Breen:  I have taken control of this body to speak with you more efficiently.  You will stand down and move 20 light years away and await further instructions.

XO_Keorn says:
::Secretly hopes ploy works::

MO_Brooks says:
::Clenches her fists, below the console, out of sight ::

FCO_Soree says:
@::Searches nearby space::

FCO_Soree says:
@OPS: Where did you take us? Where's the Starbase?

CO_Weaver says:
@CMO:  And what might that be?  ::Literally feels his way across the various chairs to reach the tactical console (he thinks)...actually ends up at the engineering station::

OPS_Miaek says:
@FCO:  SB 412 was destroyed.

CMO_Izartti says:
@FCO: Soree, if I may... it's been destroyed by the Breen fleet.

FCO_Soree says:
@::Spins in his sit and stares at OPS then the CO::

Host Shadowman says:
<Breen> COM: Triton: Understood.  Congratulations on your victory, Master

Host Shadowman says:
ACTION: The Breen fleet moves away at high warp

OPS_Miaek says:
@FCO:  I've managed to take out 2 Breen ships, but we are low on torpedoes

CO_Weaver says:
@OPS:  What?  ::Narrows his eyes again, then looks from Miaek to Izartti and back again::

XO_Keorn says:
COM: Mustang:  Did you all see that?

FCO_Soree says:
@::Looks at CMO:: CMO: Uh huh.  ::turns back to console::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Walks over and takes his PADD back:

OPS_Miaek says:
@CO:  You heard correct sir

FCO_Soree says:
@CO:  Comm from the Klingon sir.

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Helps Weaver into a chair:: CO: Look for yourself... ::points in the general direction on the star chart where the SB is supposed to be::

XO_Keorn says:
MO: Begin scanning for life signs in the debris

CO_Weaver says:
@OPS:  Thank you..?  ::Shrugs Izartti away::  CMO:  I'm all right.  ::Leans down a few inches in front of the panel to see the chart::

OPS_Miaek says:
@CO: Breen moving away at high warp

CEO_Jarek says:
~~~Shadowman: How about you tell me what it is you want~~~

FCO_Soree says:
@CO: The remaining 20 Breen ships have warped away toward Breen space.

XO_Keorn says:
COM: Mustang: Is everyone all right over there?

CMO_Izartti says:
@CO: You don't look very much "all right."

MO_Brooks says:
::Looks down at the sensor sweeps of the remnants and tries a slightly more specific scan::

FCO_Soree says:
@COM: Triton: We've been better sir.

CO_Weaver says:
@FCO:  Wonderful.  I'd almost rather have them than him.

XO_Keorn says:
COM: Mustang: Did you get the transmission between us and the Breen?

FCO_Soree says:
@::Looks at Weaver wondering who "him" is::

Host Shadowman says:
 ~~~CEO:  I have what I want~~~

MO_Brooks says:
XO: There are various escape pods, life pods, and shuttlecraft in the area.  It seems a few ships took on evacuators.

XO_Keorn says:
COM: Mustang:  It seems that the Shadowman was in control of their fleet

CEO_Jarek says:
~~Shadowman: And that would be~~~

FCO_Soree says:
@CO: Err, Mr. Keorn is calling.

CO_Weaver says:
@::Continues to ignore the CMO::  OPS:  Do you know if there's anyway to detect the Shadowman and determine his exact location?

MO_Brooks says:
XO: But I can't pick up any lifesigns from the free debris.

XO_Keorn says:
MO: Move us closer and intensify the scans

FCO_Soree says:
@CO: Closing on Triton... 75,000 meters.

CEO_Jarek says:
XO: Sir transporter has been activated

CO_Weaver says:
@FCO:  I've got it.  ::Searches his console for the comm button, but can't find it.::   ...Um, on second thought, just play it through.

XO_Keorn says:
MO: Also retrieve all escape pods as we pass them

XO_Keorn says:
CEO: By whom?

FCO_Soree says:
@::Brushes more of the debris off the console::

CEO_Jarek says:
XO: Unknown.  The Shadowman I think

FCO_Soree says:
@CO: Search for survivors from the Starbase?

MO_Brooks says:
::Engages thrusters, gradually bringing them to full, then looks back to him:: XO: Bring them aboard the Triton?

XO_Keorn says:
CEO: Can you tell what was beamed and to where?

MO_Brooks says:
::Slightly skeptically::

CEO_Jarek says:
XO: They are in Transporter room 2

XO_Keorn says:
MO: Yes we can't let them sit in space

CEO_Jarek says:
::Initiates level 5 containment of entire TR2 ::

CO_Weaver says:
@::Leans down in front of the console again, and hits a button, hoping::  COM: Triton:  Commander?

XO_Keorn says:
CEO: Can you tell what was beamed on?

FCO_Soree says:
@::Flies through and around debris from Starbase 412::

CO_Weaver says:
@FCO:  Yes, go ahead.  I doubt we've got capacity for any more than ten or so more.

CEO_Jarek says:
XO: Level 5 containment in TR 2 sir ,I have rendered transporters useless

MO_Brooks says:
XO: Aye sir. But are you aware that more than thirty crewmen on this ship were instantly slaughtered by this creature in the last few weeks?

CEO_Jarek says:
XO: Scanning

FCO_Soree says:
@CO: Could just herd them all together so they'll be found as one.

CO_Weaver says:
@FCO:  Proceed with that in mind.

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Frowns at Weaver's inability to see buttons on the console::

XO_Keorn says:
CEO: Use the transporters in TR1 to bring the crew on the Mustang back.  Beam the entire ship into Shuttle Bay 1

OPS_Miaek says:
@::initiates scan sweeps::

FCO_Soree says:
@CO: Aye sir.  ::adjusts course to intercept life pods.::

FCO_Soree says:
@OPS: Want to tractor them into one spot?

OPS_Miaek says:
@FCO: sounds like a good plan to me

CMO_Izartti says:
@CO: Want me to open a comm channel for you, sir?

FCO_Soree says:
@::Waits to hear what the over all goal is now::

XO_Keorn says:
COM: Mustang: We are bringing you over.  We need to concentrate our effort on confronting the Shadowman

MO_Brooks says:
::Upon closer scans:: XO: There are no free survivors.  I've sent out a general hail to the escape vessels instructing them to come directly to the Triton for retrieval...if it went through.

CO_Weaver says:
@CMO:  ...Yes, if you could.  ::Stands from the chair and paces about the "bridge" as though nothing is wrong::

FCO_Soree says:
@OPS: Should we try to get them near the other Fleet ships for rescue?

XO_Keorn says:
MO:  Well done

CEO_Jarek says:
::Beams the Mustang to shuttle bay 1::

Host Shadowman says:
ACTION: The TL doors open on the bridge of the Triton, and Robert McDowell steps out

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Takes Weaver's seat... :: CO: Sir, Cmdr. Keorn wants you....

FCO_Soree says:
@CO: Err, sir... cutting impulse... being transported.

FCO_Soree says:
@::Cuts impulse power::

CO_Weaver says:
:@::Hesitates::  All/COM: Keorn:  Very well.  We're going back aboard.

CEO_Jarek says:
ALL: Admiral on the Bridge

XO_Keorn says:
::Keorn pulls his dagger and extends the side blades::  McD: You are not McDowell, who are you?

MO_Brooks says:
::Looks up at McDowell with a slightly blank expression a moment, then reaches for her medkit and removes her medical tricorder::

CEO_Jarek says:
All: I think

FCO_Soree says:
@Self: So much for a rescue operation.

CO_Weaver says:
@::Closes his eyes and rubs his forehead::

CEO_Jarek says:
~~~Shadowman: So you finally show yourself~~~

OPS_Miaek says:
FCO:  We should get to the bridge.

Host Shadowman says:
::smiles::  You know me too well, Lieutenant Commander Jarek.

XO_Keorn says:
::moves to block his path::

FCO_Soree says:
::Feels the rough landing of Mustang in Triton's shuttle bay::

CMO_Izartti says:
@::Turns off the scans that she had running for Soree, but keeps Weaver's running::

MO_Brooks says:
::Leaves her chair and walks right up to McDowell's side, running full intensive scans and tapping furtively at her tricorder controls::

OPS_Miaek says:
::grabs a few phasers from a storage compartment and hands them to the CMO, FCO and the CO::

FCO_Soree says:
All: Huh, could have done that myself. ::stands and takes off Breen suit revealing his SF uniform underneath::

CEO_Jarek says:
Shadowman: Indeed, you and I have some unfinished business

CO_Weaver says:
OPS/CMO/FCO:  Everyone to the bridge.  ::Accepts the phaser from Miaek::

FCO_Soree says:
::Takes the phaser from OPS::

CMO_Izartti says:
::Looks at the phaser:: Self: Tad larger than a scalpel and less precise...

OPS_Miaek says:
::sets phaser to phaser to high stun::

FCO_Soree says:
::Follows the rest of the crew::

XO_Keorn says:
Shadowman: You are the Shadowman aren't you.  We had heard you were a copy of McD.

OPS_Miaek says:
CO: Perhaps we should beam there using the Mustang's transporter

CEO_Jarek says:
Shadowman: You have killed a great many good people to get what you want....Yet I wonder ...do you know what it is you want?

MO_Brooks says:
::Closes the tricorder:: McDowell: I'm very sorry for you...

FCO_Soree says:
::Exits Mustang and looks at craft over his shoulder; well scarred and dented::

MO_Brooks says:
XO: This is  McDowell...

CEO_Jarek says:
XO: He is the Shadowman Sir ....I would stand back

CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Run a quick scan of the bridge first.  I want to know what we're getting in to.

FCO_Soree says:
OPS:  Didn't have to dent the ship you know. ::gives a sly grin::

XO_Keorn says:
MO:  McD is on Earth.

Host Shadowman says:
CEO: This is what I wanted.  To be whole again

OPS_Miaek says:
FCO:  You're the pilot

CEO_Jarek says:
MO: It is not Doctor

CO_Weaver says:
::Brings his phaser up close to his face to check the setting::

MO_Brooks says:
XO/CEO: Physiologically, my scans confirm it beyond refute.

CMO_Izartti says:
FCO: He wanted to keep me awake... like  I wasn't already ::smirks::

CEO_Jarek says:
~~~Shadowman: Now what~~~

FCO_Soree says:
::Knows "he" didn't dent the agile craft::

OPS_Miaek says:
::sets coords for the bridge::  CO: it's ready sir

CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Lifeforms present on the bridge?

XO_Keorn says:
MO: The Shadowman is, according to reports, a alter ego of McD.  They have all the same physiology but they are different

OPS_Miaek says:
::checks scans:: CO:  CEO, a Klingon, the MO, and an unknown lifeform

Host Shadowman says:
CEO: Now, I use this ship to have revenge on those who hurt me

FCO_Soree says:
::looks around cautiously as they move on::

MO_Brooks says:
XO: His DNA is identical...  ::Trails off and drifts slightly to the background, beginning to feel truly lost::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Pulls Phaser out and shoots McDowell at force 10:

CMO_Izartti says:
::staying just behind Weaver... wary of his condition::

Host Shadowman says:
::knocked back by the phaser, looks surprised::  CEO: You can't hurt me like that

XO_Keorn says:
SM: You have reached your end, you foul monster from the abyss of human kind.  If you have any honor I challenge you to a single combat fight.  Muscle to muscle one on one

CEO_Jarek says:
::Fires again and holds it on::

CO_Weaver says:
::Nods once::  OPS:  We'll go via the turbolift.

XO_Keorn says:
::Dives to the ground to avoid the fire from the CEO::

OPS_Miaek says:
CO: Acknowledged

MO_Brooks says:
::Nearly rushes forward, but for the SM/McDowell's lack of damage... Frowns with a look of utter conflict as Jarek continues firing and Keorn hurls insults::

Host Shadowman says:
::waves a hand, and the CEO's phaser beam feeds back, and blows up the phaser::

CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Take the point.  Let's go.

FCO_Soree says:
::Follows along... still::

OPS_Miaek says:
::takes the lead position:: CO: Aye sir

Host Shadowman says:
XO: Hand to hand?  That might be fun, but I don't have the time

CEO_Jarek says:
:: Falls hard against the bulkhead, burnt pretty badly::

OPS_Miaek says:
::looks down every corridor, then sees the TL:: CO: all clear

CEO_Jarek says:
::Yet remains conscious, grabs his PADD::

CMO_Izartti says:
::Still following behind Weaver, worried about his condition::

FCO_Soree says:
::Stomach growls again::

MO_Brooks says:
::Finally with a definite goal, kneels by the CEO and begins immediate treatment of his burns::

CO_Weaver says:
OPS/CMO/FCO:  Go.  ::Makes hastily toward the turbolift::

XO_Keorn says:
SM: You are right; you have no time, for your time has come  ::with that he launches himself at the SM with the dagger slashing towards his belly::

FCO_Soree says:
::Glares at everyone just waiting for some snide comment::

Host Shadowman says:
::sidesteps as the XO comes charging::

CEO_Jarek says:
MO: Doctor stay in front of me for a moment

MO_Brooks says:
::Administers a dose of incordrazine before he has any opportunity to even consider refusing, and runs the dermal generator over the wounds::

OPS_Miaek says:
::opens the TL doors and checks to make secure and motions the crew in::

CO_Weaver says:
::Steps inside::  TL:  Bridge.

CEO_Jarek says:
::Punches a few codes into his PADD::

FCO_Soree says:
::The burnt hair smell stays with him; touches the sideburns and grimaces::

CMO_Izartti says:
::tries wielding a phaser and her tricorder as she moves into the TL... ::

CO_Weaver says:
::Holds the doors while Soree and Izartti move in::

OPS_Miaek says:
::sets up phaser aimed toward door ready for anything::

CEO_Jarek says:
~~~Shadowman:  Look at me ~~~

CEO_Jarek says:
::Raises his PADD::

MO_Brooks says:
::Just somewhat nods to the CEO then, finished with what treatment she can give while on the bridge, turns around, still blocking view of the CEO from the Shadowman, and sits cross-legged on the bridge, watching McDowell/Shadowman and Keorn::

XO_Keorn says:
::Lunges at the SM again this time twisting at the last moment to catch him in mid dodge::

CEO_Jarek says:
~~~Shadowman: If my finger comes of f of this key the ship will explode~~~

Host Shadowman says:
::takes the XO's knife in his side::

MO_Brooks says:
::Sighs and removes the helmet of her Breen suit, setting it on the ground beside her as the battle continues a couple yards ahead::

CO_Weaver says:
::Backs away from Miaek, giving him no interruption should he need to fire once the doors open::

FCO_Soree says:
::Feels the fresh air being circulated:: CO: Life support just kicked back in.

XO_Keorn says:
::withdraws a bit and looks at the blade to see if he bleeds::

Host Shadowman says:
::slowing down as the battle rages on::

CMO_Izartti says:
::not sure if she should watch her tricorder or ahead of her::

Host Shadowman says:
XO: I cannot be stopped.  ::blinks twice, and helm control returns::

XO_Keorn says:
::realizing that he is still in his Klingon uniform he realizes that the spikes and ridges are there for a reason and launches into a full out attack with knees and elbows and the dagger::

CEO_Jarek says:
~~~Shadowman: Transporters are usless, if I remove this finger, 3 thermal detonators will explode and you will go with us~~~

XO_Keorn says:
::the blood on the blade driving him into a furry knowing that he can be killed::

Host Shadowman says:
::blinks again, and a forcefield appears around the XO::  There we go...

OPS_Miaek says:
::hears the TL slowing to a stop and prepares to fire if needed::

MO_Brooks says:
::Shifts her weight slightly, still merely watching and keeping her medkit ready::

FCO_Soree says:
All: Surely we should be there by now.

CEO_Jarek says:
~~~Shadowman: Stop or we all die~~~

XO_Keorn says:
::activates stud on his uniform and turns on personal dampening field::   Self: I love being an engineer

OPS_Miaek says:
::sees the doors open and watching a Klingon attacking the admiral::

Host Shadowman says:
CEO: Spare me your useless threats, Vulcan

OPS_Miaek says:
::looks back at the CO:: CO: Sir???

CEO_Jarek says:
Shadowman:~~~ I am indeed Vulcan, you than know I do not lie~~~

CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Help the Klingon.  ::Motions the FCO and CMO through::

XO_Keorn says:
::SM back is to him thinking the field will hold him and Keorn lashes into his back with the dagger

FCO_Soree says:
::Looks around the others to see two "forms" in hand to hand combat::

OPS_Miaek says:
::aims phaser at the klingon::  CO:  You sure sir?

FCO_Soree says:
::Races past everyone to the Triton's helm::

CMO_Izartti says:
::Heads out first to be of some protection to her CO::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Turns to his console and pushes some keys and a level 5 forcefield surrounds the Shadowman::

CO_Weaver says:
OPS:  Hold your fire.  They're too close.

Host Shadowman says:
::smiles at Jarek::  CEO:  You already tried that

Host Shadowman says:
::steps into the forcefield, and is shocked back::

FCO_Soree says:
::Holsters phaser and attempts to regain helm control::

OPS_Miaek says:
::looks back at the CO in confusion::

CEO_Jarek says:
Shadowman: Not with using the Nucleonic generator as the power supply

CO_Weaver says:
::Blinks rapidly some more...but still can't make out the other figure::  OPS:  Just...keep your phaser on them and move out into the bridge.

FCO_Soree says:
::Glances at MO as he notes OPS, Science and Engineering all slaved to helm::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Increases power level::

OPS_Miaek says:
::steps out onto the bridge looking for a familiar face while holding phaser on the Klingon::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Hold

Host Shadowman says:
::falls to his knees::  You can't stop me

OPS_Miaek says:
::sees the CEO::  CEO:  have you all gone mad?

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Take the helm

FCO_Soree says:
Self: ::mutters:: Shields up, have minimum warp, full impulse... distance to other Fleet ships is 50,000 meters.

CO_Weaver says:
::Walks unsteadily out of the turbolift, squinting badly to see who's on the bridge...to no avail::

MO_Brooks says:
::Glances at Weaver a mere second, notes Izartti's nearby presence, and retrains her sight on McDowell::

XO_Keorn says:
OPS: He is the Shadowman

XO_Keorn says:
::yelled::

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Got helm control... nominal ship functions.

OPS_Miaek says:
::sees the Klingon's face and lowers phaser turning it to SM::

CMO_Izartti says:
::pulls her CO to the back of the bridge, suddenly figuring out what's wrong with him::

FCO_Soree says:
::Keeps glancing over shoulder at the combatants::

CO_Weaver says:
FCO:  Soree... ::Follows his voice, glad he can at least recognize the FCO's silhouette, before being yanked back by Izartti::  CMO:  What are you doing?  ::Irate::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Your phaser will do nothing put it away

OPS_Miaek says:
CEO:  What can I do to help?

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Take Ops and keep power up

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Keeping distance from the other ships as I don't know who's controlling them.

CMO_Izartti says:
CO: Sit down... no use getting killed by crossfire... MO: Brooks, do you have a medkit?

OPS_Miaek says:
::holsters phaser and heads to OPS::

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Sending message to Starfleet with SITREP.

CEO_Jarek says:
::Increases the forcefield power around the Shadowman::

OPS_Miaek says:
::brings up the OPS Console::

CO_Weaver says:
CMO:  By no means.  ::Shrugs her away again and walks back toward the helm::  FCO:  Good.  Try to hail the rest of the fleet.

XO_Keorn says:
CEO: Can we drop the field and I will end this.  ::His voice dripping with blood lust, all who know Keorn feel as if he is not himself::

MO_Brooks says:
::Nods in reply to the CMO's inquiry, eyes still on the Shadowman::

CMO_Izartti says:
::Walks to the MO & looks through her medkit::

CEO_Jarek says:
XO: If I do sir he will kill you

FCO_Soree says:
CO: The remaining Task Force is apparently under normal control again; they're reporting in.

Host Shadowman says:
::stands up::  Yes, Klingon, let's end this

XO_Keorn says:
CEO: If it results in his death I will gladly take that deal

Host Shadowman says:
::with a burst of strength, jumps out of the force field::

FCO_Soree says:
::Glances quickly over shoulder at Shadowman's last threat to Keorn::

CO_Weaver says:
::Looks back over his shoulder to Keorn and the Shadowman, then turns around fully to face toward them::

XO_Keorn says:
::Keorn looks over to Weaver and the predatory look in his eyes is startling::

CEO_Jarek says:
::Walks behind the Shadowman::

Host Shadowman says:
::Screams as he passes through the field::

CO_Weaver says:
::Can't see Keorn's glare too well, but sure does feel it, which might be worse...::

OPS_Miaek says:
::sees the SM escape and fires phaser at him at maximum setting::

XO_Keorn says:
::grapples with the SM and plunges the dagger into his heart and rips up to his throat::

FCO_Soree says:
::Runs a check attempting to find Shadowman's source of power::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Cease fire, that's an order

CMO_Izartti says:
::loads a vial of kelotane, 3cc, into a hypo & starts walking up behind Weaver::

Host Shadowman says:
::falls to the floor under the dual assault::

CO_Weaver says:
::Instinctively reaches for his phaser, but finally giving in to better judgment, decides it might not be a good idea to fire in his condition::

FCO_Soree says:
OPS: Run a scan... that thing is being powered from somewhere.

OPS_Miaek says:
::stops firing::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: Contact the other ships and get their status

MO_Brooks says:
::Shudders::

FCO_Soree says:
::Hears CEO, shrugs and continues his scan::

OPS_Miaek says:
::starts and internal and external scan for a power source::

XO_Keorn says:
::gets hit by partial blast of the phaser but senses can't feel anything other than elation over the ending of this conflict from before he graduated from the Academy::

CMO_Izartti says:
::Turns Weaver to face her, injecting him quickly before he realizes what she's doing::

FCO_Soree says:
CEO: They've been reporting in sir; all returning to normal, repairs underway.

CO_Weaver says:
Keorn:  ::Sternly::  Commander, that's enough.  ::Feels the nudge of the hypo::

MO_Brooks says:
::Snatches what's left of her medkit and moves beside Shadowman/McDowell, tricorder opening and scanning immediately::

CEO_Jarek says:
FCO: Very well ,Tell them to stand by

FCO_Soree says:
::Hears the silence of the end of combat and looks about::

FCO_Soree says:
CEO: They've told us the same thing... seems there is a task force commander out there ::snickers::

CMO_Izartti says:
::Scans Weaver, checking to see that the meds are taking effect:: CO: Your vision should clear up shortly.... Why didn't you tell me about this on the Mustang? ::growls::

FCO_Soree says:
::Looks at the inert body in an Admiral's uniform:: Self: Now that can't be good.

XO_Keorn says:
::rolls off the Shadowman and feels the intense pain of the multiple phaser hits and the pain of the injuries from the fight, he passes out::

CEO_Jarek says:
MO: See to Commander Keorn

CMO_Izartti says:
::Leaves the COs side abruptly & moves to see Keorn as well::

MO_Brooks says:
::Closes her tricorder with an ominous 'snap' and stands up, turning around to the back of the bridge, facing away from everyone::

FCO_Soree says:
::Thinks, certainly a lot of orders being given::

CMO_Izartti says:
CEO: I'm on it, Jarek...

CEO_Jarek says:
CMO : Very well Doctor

FCO_Soree says:
::Stomach growls again... loudly::

CO_Weaver says:
::Clenches his fist::  Self:  ::Lowers his voice:: Not explaining myself to a doctor...can't get through to them.

OPS_Miaek says:
::looks over at the FCO::  FCO: I need a drink

CMO_Izartti says:
OPS: Do we have any transporter functions?

FCO_Soree says:
OPS: And I need a meal... a real meal. ::Looks at Klingon hopefully::

OPS_Miaek says:
::checks transporter functions::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS: I have them locked out

FCO_Soree says:
CO: Uh, sir... orders?

OPS_Miaek says:
CMO:  Returning to normal power settings now

CEO_Jarek says:
::Pushes a few keys and unlocks the TR's::

CO_Weaver says:
::Walks to the helm and reports in to the rest of the fleet::

MO_Brooks says:
::As everything seems to cool and slow...just sits down by the turbolift and rests her head against the bulkhead::

CMO_Izartti says:
CEO/OPS:  When you get them up, I wouldn't mind a notification. ::Works on treating Keorn's burns::

CEO_Jarek says:
OPS:  You have them now

CMO_Izartti says:
OPS:  Myself, Keorn, McD or this Shadowman, and Brooks... to the sickbay, if you will

MO_Brooks says:
::Almost instantly, fast asleep::

OPS_Miaek says:
CMO:  Acknowledged Doctor  ::energizes the transporter to SB::

CEO_Jarek says:
CMO:  Doctor, keep the Shadowman dead

FCO_Soree says:
::Looks at the hunk of meat lying on the deck and eyes begin to glaze over::

XO_Keorn says:
::Keorn doesn't revive however he does have a noticeable smile on his face::

CMO_Izartti says:
CEO:  Aye.. but an autopsy at least... ::before she twinkles off the bridge::

CEO_Jarek says:
CMO:  Not if there are any energy readings whatsoever, that's an order

CO_Weaver says:
CEO:  Jarek, get to main engineering and make sure this ship is in order.  ::Blinks, the light thankfully beginning to fade, allowing at least some blurry vision::

FCO_Soree says:
::Licks lips and slyly looks at rest of crew::

OPS_Miaek says:
~~~CEO: Better left alone~~~

FCO_Soree says:
::Shakes head and realizes that "this" crew wouldn't understand::

Host Regin says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Triton Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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